THE DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS - LAW - MANAGEMENT

The Economics - Law - Management Department of the École Normale Supérieure de Rennes offers multidisciplinary training that is unique in France in these fields, as well as an intensive preparation for the Economics – Management Agrégation exams with "Human Resources" and "Marketing" options. It also provides training for university-level academic careers, the research professions and executive public service positions (general administration, economic and financial branches).
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THE DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS-LAW-MANAGEMENT

Teaching staff: 6
Degree in Law, Masters in European Law co-authorized with the Université de Rennes1
Preparation for the agrégation in economics
- option A (Human Resources)
- option C (Marketing)
Head of department:
Professor Éric Malin

ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES

- IODE (Institute of the West: Law and Europe, UMR CNRS 6050)
- CREM (Centre for Research in Economics and Management, UMR CNRS 6211)